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About This Game

Dark Places is a psychological single-player game set in a surreal world filled with horrific creatures and nightmarish delusions.
You play as a daemon hunter desperately searching for answers and slowly descends into madness.

Key Features:

•Terrifying and atmospheric environments
•Challenging gameplay

•Original soundtrack comprises over 1 hour of haunting, melodic music
•Puzzles

•Dark secrets to be discovered.
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Title: Dark Places
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
MadBox, BloodPixel
Publisher:
Madbox Entertainment
Release Date: 9 Apr, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows® XP 32/64 or better

Processor: Dual core 2.4 GHz processor or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: 1 GB DX9 Compliant

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c compatible sound card

Additional Notes: Attention: Windows 8 may cause problems

English
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Tried this game with optimism, got this in the early stages where only 9 levels were playable?

First off no context to the story which is kinda lame, I don't even know who my character is or where he came from or what
events lead up to this game beginning.

The enemies are very generic and some are even laughable, almost felt like playing a PS1 game.

As soon as the last 9 levels were released the creator said my saved game would transfer over, I started level 10 with one weapon
with 1 bullet. Even though I had several on 9 with lots of ammo...I quit here. No use into giving this game more time.

Absolutley NO options either! Poorly made even for a free game.. Got bored of it after being required to press I don't know
how many switches, went through a door and fell into a pit, reset.
Yeah nah.

It's good if you like clicking switches..
Звуковое сопровождение огонь, поверил в смуту и безнадежность.
Автору респект,
Рекомендую!. Liked the first half the most and it seemed like a silent hill type of story at the beginning. The mood and music
were good. Once we got to the second half, it became disjointed as the levels started to include random real world locations that
just didn't fit with the first. The second half also had a number of random crashes to the desktop when you would load a saved
game. I finished it in about 2.5 hours and was glad I played it but liked the first half the best.. good game need some work with
crashing but np it was hard, i still in level 10 but the game crash on that level so i cant reach more :(, it was hard game and
impossible tasks you must have 150 IQ to reach next level and i recommend to play with headphones will be so scary, with all
that i think it must not free game, it was soo funny and hard to play it just needs some fix
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Dark places is a fps, its free?! amazing, this fps have maze levels and great graphics, I do like it a lot, its about psicologic horror
and have a great main menu, I do recommend.

+awesome graphics
+amazing soundtrack
+great gameplay
+cool enemies
+dark and creepy

10/10. good game, keeps me on edge. Basicaly it's Cry of fear on fps creator. So I originally had no clue this game existed, until
I stumbled on CRIMSON METAL on sale and figured I'd give the set of three a go. This is by far my favourite of the bunch.

The combat is pretty bland, and the puzzles are pretty straight forward. But the atmosphere, by the gods, the atmosphere is
suffocating. With any horror game with shooter elements, to actually be on edge while playing is something impressive, and
Dark Places does it for me.

I'm still not all the way through, so I'll review this review when I'm finished, but first impressions are very positive.. I see
comments like this is horrible.
I got lost.
crappy.

I played about ~40 minutes. On stream; I laughed, I almost pooped, From minor jumps. (darkroom)
Not bad - Would love a -
Volume slider
Gamma
A flashlight unless there's one there and i didn't get to it.
. why do people make asset flip garbage like this and expect people not to know? this is probably dead and the author is laughing
it off for ♥♥♥♥♥ n giggles seriously i can♥♥♥♥♥♥a ♥♥♥♥ing turd more interesting then this game.. If you have a cryptic
state of mind, this is the game for you. A bit old school and rough but I'd say 10/10 on dynamic atmosphere , difficulty and plot.
I do plan on beating it but i died at level 4 to wrestling with boxes xD. Overall i can see why people give it negative reviews...
they come from an age of hand holding and lack critical thinking.. the clues make it much easier IMO. If the game had a
different/upgraded engine, some polish and very very very slightly increased lighting i would give ya 20$ for a good full game
length experience of the sorts. (If co-op is in the mix maybe a 25-30$. I played ithe whole thing, its great low enough quality to
not show everything and have a sense of fear but yet good quality that u know what is happening. I played ithe whole thing, its
great low enough quality to not show everything and have a sense of fear but yet good quality that u know what is happening

DARK PLACES FULL RELEASE:
DARK PLACES RELEASE! Thank you all for the detailed feedback and you support!

Main Changes from Early Access:
• Achievements
• Redesign of some levels for better performance/balance
• Complete Storyline
• Rebalanced enemies damage
• Rebalanced weapon damage
• Added recoil animations
• AI fixes
• Improved lighting
• Improved textures
• Improved icons
• Improved performance

IMPORTANT NOTES – WORK IN PROGRESS:
• Because of the redesign/rebalance all your progress will be lost. If you have problems with your save files please let me know!
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Or if you run into any other issues or bug that ruin your playthrough please email me at madboxgamestudio@gmail.com. 
PATCH 4:
Hello everyone! 4 PATCH here! Thank you all for the detailed feedback and you support!!

Main Fixes:

• Redesign of some levels for better performance/balance
• Rebalanced enemies damage
• Rebalanced weapon damage
• added recoil animations
• AI fixes
• Improved lighting
• Improved textures
• Improved icons
• Improved automatic aspect ratio system

IMPORTANT NOTES – WORK IN PROGRESS:
• Because of the redesign/rebalance all your progress will be lost. If you have problems with your save files please let me know!

Or if you run into any other issues or bug that ruin your playthrough please email me at madboxgamestudio@gmail.com. 
PATCH 3:
Hi guys! PATCH 3 is here!

Redesign of level 10-16 for better performance/balance

IMPORTANT NOTES – WORK IN PROGRESS:
• Because of the redesign/rebalance you may run into an error and your progress can be lost. If you run into any issues please
email me at madboxgamestudio@gmail.com

Your feedback helps me make the game better. Thanks for playing and your support!. BIG PATCH - Complete Storyline
Available:
Hello guys! BIG PATCH here! Please continue emailing the issues you run into, it helps a lot!

Fixes:

• Redesign of some levels for better performance/balance
• Rebalanced enemies damage
• Rebalanced weapon damage
• Improved lighting
• Improved textures
• Improved automatic aspect ratio system
• New 8 Levels
• New Enemies
• New awesome soundtracks
• Complete Storyline

IMPORTANT NOTES – WORK IN PROGRESS:
• Because of the redesign/rebalance all your progress will be lost. You will need to start a new game.

• Due to the fact that I have exceeded the capabilities of the engine to make the levels more interesting, game crashes take place
every 6 - 10 loadings (depending on the level)

• To make sure that all files are downloaded, update the game manually. You can do this by followign the instructions below:
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1. Load Steam
2. From the Library section, right-click on the game and select "Properties" from the menu.
3. Select the "Local Files" tab and click the "Verify integrity of game cache..." button.
4. Steam will verify the game's files - this process may take several minutes.
5. Once the process is completed, the window will automatically exit, and you will be ready for action.

If you run into any issues or bugs please email me at madboxgamestudio@gmail.com

Thanks for playing and your support!
. PATCH 2:
Hi guys! PATCH 2 is here!

Redesign of level 1 - level 5 for better performance/balance

IMPORTANT NOTES – WORK IN PROGRESS:
• Because of the redesign/rebalance you may run into an error and your progress can be lost. If you run into any issues please
email me at madboxgamestudio@gmail.com

Your feedback helps me make the game better. Thanks for playing and your support!
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